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Abstract

We propose using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) as an advanced pre-processing

tool for blind suppression of interfering jammer signals in direct sequence spread spectrum

communication systems utilizing antenna arrays. The role of ICA is to provide a jammer-

mitigated signal to the conventional detection. If the jammer signal is weak or absent,

preprocessing by ICA is not advisable. Therefore we also consider two possible switching

schemes, called pre-switching and post-switching, which activate the ICA-based jammer can-

celler only when it is expected to improve conventional detection. ICA-RAKE pre-switching

is less complex, while post-switching performs better, especially when the jammer is pulsed

in nature. Simulations are given to illustrate the achieved performance gains for single- and

multi-path channels.



1 Introduction

Interference and jammer mitigation techniques [1, 9, 11] have been studied actively in spread

spectrum (SS) communications, because they improve the overall system performance and

capacity without the need for a wider spectrum. This paper deals with interference (jammer)

suppression for direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems [20]. In

commercial cellular SS and DS-CDMA systems, many types of interferences can appear,

starting from multiuser interference inside each sector in a cell to inter-operator interference.

Unintentional jamming can also be present due to co-existing systems at the same band,

whereas intentional jamming arises mainly in military applications.

In DS-CDMA systems, the conventional matched filter (MF) based RAKE receiver [12] is

used widely in practice when multi-path scenario is present. This is because it is usually more

robust against model imperfections and nonstationarities than more sophisticated receiver

structures discussed for example in [10, 19]. However, RAKE is based only on the processing

gain and frequency diversity, and hence it is vulnerable in the presence of jamming.

Jamming can be mitigated by the use of multiple antenna sensors utilizing spatial di-

versity. However, when using conventional array receivers, directions of arrivals of signals

must be first estimated. This in turn requires exact prior knowledge of the positions of the

receiving antenna sensors. Blind techniques [2, 6, 7, 8] relax this stringent requirement, mak-

ing it possible to achieve performance gains when applied to uncalibrated arrays in which

the positions of the sensors are known only roughly or not at all. Most blind techniques are

based on the assumption that the original source signals are statistically independent of each

other. This assumption is quite realistic here, because the jammer signal originates from a

different physical source than the information bearing signal.

Belouchrani and Amin [2, 3] were the first to present the idea of applying blind source

separation (BSS) techniques to aid conventional detection. They have used BSS techniques

based on second-order statistics to separate a set of independent information signals from

their mixtures observed at the sensors. However, their work suffers from some weaknesses.

To work properly the receiver in [2] requires temporally correlated information and jamming
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signals. Hence, their scheme is inadequate in the presence of data modulation. Furthermore,

resorting to second-order temporal statistics only makes the scheme vulnerable to signals

having low temporal correlations. Such cases are commonplace in DS-CDMA communication

systems, appearing for example when the jamming signal is pulsed in nature or not locked

to the carrier frequency.

In this paper, we extend the framework proposed in [2] in three respects. Firstly, we

apply BSS techniques based on independent component analysis (ICA) [8] instead of tem-

poral correlations. ICA takes into account also higher-order statistics by forcing statistical

independence of the separated signals. This enables jammer suppression for different types

of jammer signals under realistic conditions1. Secondly, we propose a hybrid receiver struc-

ture in which the ICA-based pre-processing is activated only when it is expected to improve

the performance of the whole receiver chain. Finally, we propose different switching criteria

between ICA and RAKE branches in the receiver chain and evaluate their effects to the per-

formance of the receiver. The evaluation is carried out in an AWGN channel with external

jamming, which is temporally uncorrelated at the symbol level. Because of AWGN channel

a one-finger RAKE, that is, matched filter, is used.

This article presents in a unified form the central results of preliminary conference papers

[13, 14, 17, 18].

2 Jammer signals in DS-CDMA arrays

A standard spread spectrum system [20] with direct sequence spreading is assumed. Without

loss of generality, we consider here a downlink channel (for example base-to-mobile). If only

one antenna sensor is used in the reception, the data describing the received block of M

1Belochrani and Amin have in [3] briefly compared an ICA method called JADE (see for example [8])

with their second-order techniques in jammer mitigation, getting roughly equal results. The sources in their

comparison were temporally correlated. In this paper, the type of jamming is slightly different. Namely,

the jammer is temporally uncorrelated at the symbol level due to the bit-pulsed nature of the jammer. As

a consequence, all the samples (Tc seconds apart) of the jamming signal within one symbol interval are

temporally correlated, but any two samples apart more than T seconds are uncorrelated.
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symbols via AWGN channel is of the form [10, 19]

r(t) =
M

∑

m=1

K
∑

k=1

a bkmsk(t − mT − dTc) + n(t) (1)

where the symbols bkm are sent to K users via a channel characterized by a complex path

gain a and a path delay dTc. Here Tc is the duration of a chip, and d is discrete, d ∈
{0, . . . , (C − 1)/2}, where C = Tc/T is the processing gain. The delay is assumed to remain

constant for every block of M data symbols. Furthermore, sk(·) is kth user’s binary chip

sequence, supported by [0, T ), where T is the symbol duration, and n(t) is Gaussian noise

[19, 20].

The received signal r(t) in (1) is jammed by a signal j(t), which has the form

j(t) = δp(t)
√

Jei(2πfjt+φ) (2)

where i =
√
−1. The quantity δp(t) = 1 with a probability p during a symbol. Jamming

corresponds to a continuous wave when p = 1 and pulsed wave at the symbol level otherwise.

These two cases are used as examples of narrow-band and wide-band jamming2. The power,

frequency, and phase of the jammer signal j(t) are denoted respectively by J , fj, and φ. The

phase is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 2π).

Assuming an antenna array, the received signal at the nth antenna sensor (n = 1, . . . , N)

before the down-conversion can be written as

un(t) = r(t)ei2πfctei(n−1)θr + j(t)ei(n−1)θj (3)

where r(t) is the baseband spread spectrum signal (1) that is DSB modulated at a carrier

frequency fc. Variables θr and θj are related to the directions of arrival of the information

signal r(t) and the jammer signal j(t) respectively, and their form depends on the antenna

configuration.

2Also chip-pulsed jamming could have been considered as an example of wide-band jamming.
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This signal is down-converted to the baseband3, yielding

rn(t) = un(t)e−i2πfct =

r(t)ei(n−1)θr + δp(t)
√

Jei(2π(fj−fc)t+φ)ei(n−1)θj (4)

Thus the bit-pulsed jammer introduces a bias with a constant amplitude, but with a varying

phase determined by the frequency offset. If the jammer is locked to the carrier frequency

so that fj = fc, then the contribution of the jammer reduces to δp(t)
√

Jeiφei(n−1)θj . This

means that the phase of the bias is determined by the direction of arrival θj of the jammer

signal and the initial phase difference φ of the carrier and jammer’s tone.

Using this definition the received antenna data r1(t), . . . , rN(t) can be represented more

concisely in vector form as

r(t) = Θz(t) + n(t) (5)

where the vector

r(t) = [r1(t) r2(t) · · · rN(t)]T (6)

contains the signals received at the N array sensors at time t,

z(t) = [r(t) j(t)e−i2πfct]T (7)

is a two-component vector having as its elements the information signal r(t) and down-

converted jammer signal j(t) at time t, and the array steering matrix

Θ =

















1 1

eiθr eiθj

...
...

ei(N−1)θr ei(N−1)θj

















(8)

The N -vector n(t) is similar in form to (6), containing additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) terms ni(t) at each array sensor i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

3Baseband model is assumed for simplicity [11]. In fact, the ICA-based scheme would just need band-

pass filtering for the received signal (bandwidth equal to that of information bearing signal component) after

which ICA is able to separate the two components.
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3 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [8] is a fairly new, increasingly popular statisti-

cal technique. The goal of ICA is to express a set of m observed signals x1(t), . . . , xm(t)

at time t as linear combinations of n unknown but statistically independent components

s1(t), . . . , sn(t) called usually sources or source signals. The ICA problem is blind, because

not only the source signals but also the mixing coefficients are unknown.

Introducing the data vector x(t) = [x1(t), . . . , xm(t)]T and the source vector s(t) =

[s1(t), . . . , sn(t)]T , the instantaneous noisy linear ICA mixture model is given by

x(t) = As(t) + n(t) (9)

Here the m×n unknown but constant mixing matrix A contains the mixing coefficients, and

n(t) denotes the additive noise vector at time t. We make the standard assumptions that

A has full column rank, and that n ≤ m, meaning that there are at most as many source

signals sj(t) as mixtures xi(t) [8].

The source signals s(t) are estimated using only the observations x(t) by finding an n×m

unmixing matrix W such that the n-vector Wx(t) recovers the original sources as well as

possible. Because of the blindness of the problem, only the waveforms of the sources can

be estimated. For estimating the unmixing (separating) matrix W, many different methods

have been proposed; see [8] for an extensive discussion.

A comparison of the array signal model (5) with the mixing model (9) shows immediately

that (5) is actually a noisy mixing model with a mixing matrix Θ and source vector z(t).

Hence ICA or other BSS techniques can be applied to separation of the information signal

and jammer signal. Estimates of these signals are obtained as the components of the vector

Wr(t), but their order and scaling is arbitrary.

In most ICA methods, the data are first pre-whitened spatially, because this makes

the subsequent separation task easier [8]. In whitening, the observed mixtures r(t) are

transformed linearly so that their components become uncorrelated and have unit variance:

y(t) = Tr(t), E{y(t)y(t)H} = I (10)
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Here y(t) is the whitened data vector, T a Nw × N -dimensional whitening transformation

matrix (Nw ≤ N), I the Nw × Nw-dimensional unit matrix, and H denotes complex conju-

gation and transposition. Whitening is often carried out via principal component analysis

(PCA), which yields for complex-valued data the transformation matrix

T = Λ
−

1

2

s UH
s (11)

There the matrices Λs and Us respectively contain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

autocorrelation matrix E{r(t)r(t)H} of the received data vectors r(t). When PCA is used

for whitening, it is easy to reduce the dimensionality of the data vectors simultaneously if

desired by using only the principal eigenvectors in Λs and Us; see [8] for details.

In our experiments, we applied complex-valued version [4, 8, 15, 16] of the so-called

FastICA algorithm to the whitened mixtures y(t) for separating the sources. The core of

this algorithm is updating of the ith column wi of the orthogonal separating matrix W

according to [4, 8]

w+
i = E{y(t)[wH

i y(t)]∗|wH
i y(t)|2} − γwi (12)

where w+
i is the updated value of wi, and ∗ denotes complex conjugation. The constant

γ is 2 for complex-valued signals, and 3 for real ones. In practice, the expectation E in

(12) is replaced by computing the respective average over the available set of whitened data

vectors y(t). In addition to (12), the columns of w+
i must be orthonormalized after each

step. This can be carried out for example via Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. FastICA

and its different variants are discussed thoroughly in [8]. Instead of FastICA, other ICA

algorithms introduced for complex-valued mixtures could be used.

4 Suppression of jamming signals using ICA and RAKE

In our jamming problem, RAKE uses prior knowledge on the desired user’s code, and it

can be applied also when a jammer signal is present. However, RAKE does not exploit

independence of the information bearing signal from the jamming signal in any way. On the

other hand, ICA relies on the strong but realistic independence assumption, but it is blind
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technique which does not take into account the desired user’s code and the structure of the

array steering matrix (8). In this work, we combine ICA and RAKE sequentially when it

is reasonable for utilizing better the available prior information on the considered jamming

problem.

The basic ICA-RAKE receiver proposed for jammer signal suppression consists of the

three blocks (Preprocessing, ICA & Selection, and RAKE Detection) contained in the dash-

dotted rectangle both in Figures 1 and 2. The received vectors r(t) are first prewhitened,

and then the FastICA algorithm (12) is applied to the prewhitened vectors y(t) as explained

in the previous section. Due to the inherent indeterminacies of ICA [8], two additional tasks

must be performed in the basic ICA-RAKE receiver. These are selection of the estimate

r̂(t) of the desired information bearing source r(t) among the separated two sources, and

estimation of the channel. Notice that in our problem ICA is usually used for separating

two sources only, which then provide estimates of the components of the vector z(t) in (7).

Recall that the components of the vector z(t) are the information bearing signal r(t) and

down-converted jammer signal j(t).

ICA can estimate the source signals only up to a permutation, and a complex scaling

factor can be exchanged between a source and the respective column of the mixing matrix

[8]. For getting rid of this ambiguity, a short preamble sequence is used, consisting of Npr

training symbols bkm (m = 1, 2, . . . , Npr) of the desired user k. The preamble is used for

both conventional matched filter based channel estimation [20], and for identifying the desired

information bearing source among the sources estimated by ICA. More specifically, this takes

place by matching the preamble sequence of the desired user with the corresponding portions

of the symbols estimated using RAKE for all the separated sources:

Ik = arg max
l

{

Npr
∑

m=1

distH [bkm, b̂l
km]

}

, l = 1, . . . , Ns (13)

Here Ik is the selected source index, Ns is the number of separated sources after whitening

and ICA filtering, and
∑Npr

m=1 distH [bkm, b̂l
km] computes the Hamming distance between the

preamble symbol sequence bkm and the corresponding estimated symbols b̂l
km for the lth

source.
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The Hamming distance for two binary symbols is one if they are equal, otherwise it is

zero4. Hence the maximum of Hamming distance for two sequences of Npr symbols in (13)

is equal to Npr. The best matching source which provides the maximum of the Hamming

distances is assumed to be the source of interest, namely the signal corresponding to the

desired user.

Finally, conventional detection is performed for the data of the selected source Ik. This

leads to the basic ICA-RAKE receiver structure, where the well-known and robust RAKE

method [12, 20] is used for conventional detection. We could have tried methods developed

for multi-user detection [19] instead of RAKE, but in this work the prime interest was to

study the capability of ICA to mitigate jammer signals prior to the actual detection.

However, the basic ICA-RAKE receiver described above as well as the BSS method

proposed in [2] are still somewhat impractical as such. This is because they employ an ICA

or BSS block even though it may not always be desirable. In fact, if the jammer signal

is weak or even absent, the additional ICA or BSS jammer suppression block might even

cause additional interference to the information bearing signal. Therefore, we improve the

basic ICA-RAKE receiver by introducing two different switching strategies, pre- and post-

switching schemes, which select either ICA-assisted or conventional RAKE detection in the

array receiver chain.

The training symbols in the preamble can be used also to determine whether the ad-

ditional jammer suppression by ICA is desirable or not. In general, this decision can be

made either before or after ICA has been applied, see Figures 1 and 2 respectively. In

the pre-switching scheme of Fig. 1, the switch decides whether there is a need to separate

the jammer signal by ICA prior to conventional detection, or should conventional detection

alone be performed. This decision is based on the performance of the RAKE detector on

the preamble sequence bkm (m = 1, 2, . . . , Npr). RAKE alone is applied if sufficiently many

symbols in the preamble are detected correctly:

Npr − max
l=1,...,Ns

{

Npr
∑

m=1

distH [bkm, b̂l
km]

}

< δswNpr (14)

4The Hamming distance is conventionally called distance even though it is actually a similarity measure.
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where δsw is the chosen threshold value for switching. In the post-switching scheme of Fig. 2,

both ICA-RAKE and RAKE branches are first active. ICA-RAKE branch provides tentative

estimate b̃I
km for the mth soft symbol of the desired user k, and RAKE branch respectively

tentative soft symbol estimate b̃R
km. The hard decision and thus the final estimate for all the

symbols b̂km, m = 1, ...,M , is selected from the branch which provides higher correlation

with the training symbols.

5 Experimental results

We have tested the proposed ICA-RAKE methods and compared them with other methods

using simulated DS-CDMA downlink data assuming either a single or fixed multipath channel

with AWGN [20, 19], with known path delays. In case of a single path a one-finger RAKE,

or matched filter, is used. A simulated system with K = 8 users was considered, spread with

short Gold Codes of length C = 31 [12, 20]. The length of the data block was M = 200 or

M = 5000 QPSK symbols. The monitored user was chosen randomly, and the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) and the signal-to-jammer ratio (SJR) were defined with respect to this desired

user. The probability that a bit is jammed was chosen to be p = 0.5. The number of array

sensors Na in the uniform linear array (ULA) was varied from 1 to 3. The results are based

on 2000 independent runs. They were compared with the conventional detector for a single

antenna, and with the maximum ratio combining (MRC) method [12] for multiple antennas.

We first present some experimental results on the ICA-RAKE model with pre- and post-

switching. The SJR of the pulsed jammer (with a frequency drift) was varied, and the

achieved bit-error-rate (BER) as well as block-error-rate (BLER) were calculated. The re-

sults are shown respectively in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 indicates that the two-antenna

ICA-RAKE combination (both pre-switching and post-switching) performs better than MRC

when the jamming is high. Since pre-switching involved activation of the ICA-RAKE branch

only if more than 10% of the training symbols were erroneously estimated by RAKE, as the

contribution of the jammer falls below 0 dB (in SJR), the activated branch is mostly RAKE,

and hence the performance becomes similar to RAKE. Up to about −5 dB SJR, pre-switching
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outperforms MRC. Similarly, post-switching involves delayed decisioning, where the soft de-

cision outputs of the ICA-RAKE branch or the RAKE branch are decoded based on the

correlation with the training sequence. ICA-RAKE post-switching is an order of magnitude

better than MRC. Both these methods also provide better performance when compared with

other blind source separation methods like JADE [5] and TDSEP [21]. The coded block error

rates (BLER) are presented in Fig. 4, in which it is assumed that a block is correct if 95%

5 of the bits within the block are correct. Due to this definition we actually see from the

figure how the bit errors are differently distributed over the blocks: even though the overall

BERs of MRC and ICA-assisted methods might sometimes be rather similar, the erroneous

bits are distributed over a much smaller set of blocks when ICA-assisted methods are used.

This is why BLER of ICA-assisted method is constantly better than that of MRC in Fig. 4

Consider now a set up involving multiple paths. ICA-RAKE post-switching was used

and the interference was now a bit-pulsed jammer which was locked to the carrier. Fig. 5

shows the bit error rates for a channel having 1 − 2 paths. Even at -30 dB (in SJR), the

BER obtained after post-switching is considerably better than that obtained by MRC both

in 1- and 2-path cases. Fig. 6 shows the block error rates for the above case. The effect of

suppressing the jammer can be clearly seen in the block error rate curves. With a target

block error rate of 10−2, post-switching is significantly better than simple MRC.

Fig. 6 also shows the overall effect of jamming and inter-path-interference in the per-

formance of ICA-RAKE. Namely, even though the average BER performance (Fig. 5) of

ICA-RAKE is constantly worse in 2-path case than in 1-path case, the BER values per block

are quite different. This is due to ICA and is seen in Fig. 6 where the coded BLER per-

formance in 2-path case is in fact better than in 1-path case when the jamming is strong.

This can be explained as follows: when the jamming is weak, ICA-RAKE prefers less ICA

processing and more RAKE, which results in worse performance in 2-path case due to inter-

path-interference. However, as the power of jammer increases, ICA will be activated more

frequently in 2-path case than in 1-path case due to worse BER in 2-path case. Hence, there

is a certain point (in SJR) after which the jamming which was not mitigated in 1-path case

5The BLER results for 98% and 99% thresholds are qualitatively similar.
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degrades the coded BLER performance more than the inter-path-interference in 2-path case.

Finally, consider the distribution of correct bits for an L = 1 and an L = 5 path channel

in Fig. 7. The SJR was −30 dB. The upper figures are for post-switching while the figures at

the bottom are for a conventional RAKE/MRC receiver. With a single path, post-switching

detects most blocks with more than around 95% correct bits. As the number of paths

increase, the results drift slowly to the left. Even with L = 5, ICA-RAKE provides around

65% of the blocks with at least 70% correct bits. With MRC receiver, the scenario is quite

opposite. Even with a single path, the performance is average. As the number of paths

increase, more blocks have a high number of erroneous bits.

More experimental results in different jamming scenarios, especially for the basic ICA-

RAKE receiver, can be found in our preliminary conference papers [13, 14, 17, 18].
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Figure 3: Bit-error-rate as a function of SJR at an average SNR = 20 dB. This system had
K = 8 users of equal strength in an AWGN channel with a bit-pulsed jammer, that had a
frequency offset. The array contained 2 antenna sensors.
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Figure 4: Block-error-rate as a function of SJR at an average SNR = 20 dB. This system
had K = 8 users of equal strength in an AWGN channel with a bit-pulsed jammer, that had
a frequency offset. The array contained 2 antenna sensors.
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Figure 5: Bit-error-rate as a function of SJR. This system had K = 8 users of equal strength
in L = 1, 2 path system. The interference was a bit pulsed jammer that was locked to the
carrier. The number of antenna sensors in each array was 2 (resp. 3) for single-path (resp.
multi-path) case.
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Figure 6:
Block-error-rate as a function of SJR. This system had K = 8 users of equal strength in
L = 1, 2 path system. The interference was a bit pulsed jammer that was locked to the
carrier. The number of antenna sensors in each array was 2 (resp. 3) for single-path (resp.
multi-path) case.
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Figure 7: Distribution of correct bits for both the methods for L = 1 (left) and L = 5 (right)
paths. Simulation set up is similar to the previous ones. ICA-RAKE post-switching has
more than 95% correct bits in most of the blocks for L = 1 while most blocks have at least
70% correct bits with L = 5 paths.
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